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GALOIS–TUKEY CONNECTION INVOLVING
SETS OF METRICS
By
Masaru Kada* and Yasuo Yoshinobu†
Abstract. Kada proved in a previous paper (Topology Appl., 2009)
that the collection of compatible metrics on a locally compact
separable metrizable space has the same coﬁnal type, in the sense of
Tukey relation, as the set of functions from o to o with respect to
eventually dominating order. By generalizing this result, we char-
acterize the order structure of the collection of compatible metrics on
a separable metrizable space in terms of generalized Galois–Tukey
connection.
1. Introduction
Tukey relation between directed sets is deﬁned as follows. For directed sets
ðD;aDÞ and ðE;aEÞ, we write ðD;aDÞaT ðE;aEÞ if there is a mapping from E
to D which maps every coﬁnal subset of E to a coﬁnal subset of D. We write
DaT E if referred order relations on D and E are clear from the context. Clearly
the relationaT is transitive. We write D1T E if DaT E and EaT D. See [7] for
details.
We also consider the notion of generalized Galois–Tukey connections
introduced by Vojta´sˇ [8]. We follow the formulation and terminology of Blass [1].
We deal with triples of the form A ¼ ðA;Aþ;AÞ, where A and Aþ are non-
empty sets and A is a binary relation between A and Aþ (in other words,
AJA  Aþ). For A ¼ ðA;Aþ;AÞ and B ¼ ðB;Bþ;BÞ, a morphism from A to
B is a pair j ¼ ðj; jþÞ of mappings such that j : B ! A, jþ : Aþ ! Bþ and,
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for b A B and a A Aþ if jðbÞ A a then b B jþðaÞ. We write A ! B if there is a
morphism from A to B. Clearly, if A ! B and B ! C then A ! C.
The generalized Galois–Tukey connections can be seen as a generalization of
the Tukey relation. The following lemma is easy to check:
Lemma 1.1. For directed sets ðD;aDÞ and ðE;aEÞ, DaT E holds if and only
if we have ðE;E;aEÞ ! ðD;D;aDÞ.
For f ; g A oo, we write f a g if f ðnÞa gðnÞ for all n < o, and f a g if
f ðnÞa gðnÞ for all but ﬁnitely many n < o. Let o"o denote the set of all strictly
increasing functions in oo. Since there are morphisms between ðoo;oo;aÞ and
ðo"o;o"o;aÞ in both directions, we will often identify these two triples.
We use the following notational convention: for two ordered sets ðD;aDÞ and
ðE;aEÞ, aD aE denotes the usual product order on D E, that is,
ðd1; e1Þ ðaD aEÞ ðd2; e2Þ if and only if d1aD d2 and e1aE e2:
For a metrizable space X , let MðX Þ denote the set of all metrics on X which
are compatible with the topology on X . For d1; d2 AMðX Þ, we write d1  d2 if
the identity mapping on X is uniformly continuous as a function from ðX ; d2Þ to
ðX ; d1Þ.
We will often regard a separable metrizable space X as a subspace of the
Hilbert cube H ¼ ½0; 1o. We ﬁx a metric function m on H throughout this paper.
For a subspace X of H, let X  ¼ clH XnX , and KðX Þ denotes the set of all
compact subsets of X . If X is a locally compact separable metrizable space, X 
is compact since X is then open in clHðX Þ.
Todorcˇevic´ asked the authors (in private communication) the following
question about the order structure of ðMðX Þ;Þ for a separable metrizable space
X . X ð1Þ denotes the ﬁrst Cantor–Bendixson derivative of X , that is, the subspace
of X which consists of all nonisolated points of X .
Question 1.2. For a separable metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is non-
compact, does ðMðX Þ;Þ1T ðoo KðX Þ;a JÞ hold ?
Here we brieﬂy review the background of this question. See Remark 2 at the
end of Section 4 for more about the origin of this question.
For a completely regular Hausdor¤ space X , let CptðXÞ denote the class
of compactiﬁcations of X . For aX ; gX A CptðX Þ, we let aXa gX if there is a
continuous surjection f : gX ! aX such that f 0X is the identity map on X . If
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such an f can be chosen to be a homeomorphism, we write aXF gX . When we
identifyF-equivalent compactiﬁcations, the ordered set ðCptðXÞ;aÞ is a complete
upper semilattice whose largest element is the Stone–Cˇech compactiﬁcation bX .
There have been many studies about approximating bX by simple sub-
classes of CptðXÞ, in the sense that bX is obtained as the supremum (taken in
ðCptðXÞ;aÞ) of each such class. The following theorem, which is due to Woods,
is one of those results. The Smirnov compactiﬁcation of a metric space ðX ; dÞ,
denoted by udX , is the unique compactiﬁcation characterized by the following
property: A bounded continuous function f from X to R is continuously
extended over udX if and only if f is uniformly continuous with respect to the
metric d. It is easy to see that, for d1; d2 AMðX Þ, ud1Xa ud2X if and only if
d1  d2.
Theorem 1.3 [9, Theorem 2.11]. For a metrizable space X , we have bXF
supfudX : d AMðX Þg.
The studies on approximation of bX as in the theorem above may be seen
in the context of the investigation of the order structure of ðCptðXÞ;aÞ. From
this perspective the theorem above may be understood as saying that ðMðXÞ;Þ
is nicely embedded into ðCptðX Þ;aÞ. The positive answer to Question 1.2 would
further underline this close connection of ðMðX Þ;Þ to ðCptðXÞ;aÞ.
Unfortunately, Question 1.2 is unanswered so far. As a partial answer, Kada
[3] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4 [3, Theorem 3.1]. For a locally compact separable metrizable
space X such that X ð1Þ is noncompact, ðMðX Þ;Þ1T ðoo;aÞ holds.
Note that Theorem 1.4 answers Question 1.2 in a case when X is locally
compact, since X  is then compact and ðKðX Þ;JÞ has the largest element X .
While attempting to ﬁnd an answer to Question 1.2, we noticed that the
above theorem is nicely reﬁned by involving yet another set PCðXÞ and using
generalized Galois–Tukey connection. For a metrizable space X , let PCðXÞ
denote the set of all pairs of disjoint closed sets of X , and for ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ
we write ðA;BÞ Sep d if dðA;BÞ > 0. The proof of Theorem 1.3 [9, Theorem
2.11] actually claims that for any ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ there is d AMðXÞ such that
dðA;BÞ > 0 (see Lemma 4.8), which is one of the reason why the structure PCðXÞ
and the relation Sep ﬁt in the present context.
Using PCðX Þ and Sep, Theorem 1.4 is reﬁned to the following form.
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Theorem 1.5. For a locally compact separable metrizable space X such that
X ð1Þ is noncompact, the following cycle of morphisms exists:
ðoo;oo;aÞ ! ðMðX Þ;MðXÞ;Þ ! ðPCðXÞ;MðX Þ;SepÞ ! ðoo;oo;aÞ:
So it seems natural to ask the following question, instead of Question 1.2.
Question 1.6. For a separable metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is non-
compact, does the following cycle of morphisms exist?
ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;a JÞ ! ðMðX Þ;MðX Þ;Þ ! ðPCðXÞ;MðXÞ;SepÞ
! ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;a JÞ:
The Tukey equivalence in Question 1.2 would follow from this cycle by
Lemma 1.1.
Although we do not have an answer to Question 1.6, we can construct a
cycle of morphisms of a slightly modiﬁed form. For ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ, d AMðXÞ
and e > 0, we write ðA;BÞ Sepe d if dðA;BÞb e. For d1; d2 AMðX Þ, d1 e d2 if
and only if, for p; q A X , d1ðp; qÞb e implies d2ðp; qÞb e. We replace Sep in
Question 1.6 by Sep1,  by 1 and a by a.
Theorem 1.7. For a separable metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is non-
compact, the following cycle of morphisms exists:
ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ ! ðMðXÞ;MðXÞ;1Þ
! ðPCðX Þ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þ
! ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ:
The following corollary shows that Tukey equivalence quite similar to the
one in Question 1.2 holds. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1.7
by Lemma 1.1.
Corollary 1.8. For a separable metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is non-
compact, the Tukey equivalence ðMðXÞ;1Þ1T ðoo KðX Þ;aJÞ holds.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.7. In Section 2 we
observe how Theorem 1.4 is reﬁned to Theorem 1.5, and in Section 3 we further
extend this result to establish Theorem 1.7.
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In Section 4 we discuss cardinality questions about approximating the Stone–
Cˇech compactiﬁcation by Smirnov compactiﬁcations, which have been studied in
the preceding paper [6].
2. MðX Þ for a Locally Compact Separable X
Let X be a locally compact separable metrizable space such that X ð1Þ is
noncompact. In this section, we review the proof of Theorem 1.4 (presented in
[3]) and observe how it is reﬁned to the construction of the following cycle of
morphisms (Theorem 1.5).
ðoo;oo;aÞ ! ðMðX Þ;MðX Þ;Þ ! ðPCðXÞ;MðX Þ;SepÞ ! ðoo;oo;aÞ:
In Section 3, we extend the results in this section to obtain the main theorem
(Theorem 1.7).
We will frequently use the following lemma. It is derived from Theorems 4.5
and 4.6, however, one can easily ﬁnd a direct proof.
Lemma 2.1. For a metrizable space X and d1; d2 AMðX Þ, the following are
equivalent.
(1) d1  d2.
(2) For ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ, if d1ðA;BÞ > 0 then d2ðA;BÞ > 0.
Remark 1. It is obvious that, for a metrizable space X , d1; d2 AMðX Þ and
e > 0, the following are equivalent.
(1) d1 e d2 (that is, for p; q A X , if d1ðp; qÞb e then d2ðp; qÞb e).
(2) For ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ, if d1ðA;BÞb e then d2ðA;BÞb e.
In this sense the relations  and e look alike, though there is no obvious
implication between them.
The second morphism in the sequence is easily obtained. The ﬁrst and third
morphisms are obtained by reﬁning the proof of [3, Theorem 3.1].
Lemma 2.2. For a metrizable space X , there is a morphism from
ðMðXÞ;MðX Þ;Þ to ðPCðXÞ;MðXÞ;SepÞ.
Proof. In the proof of [9, Theorem 2.11] Woods proved the following fact:
for every ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ there is a metric d AMðX Þ such that dðA;BÞb 1 holds.
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Let j be the correspondence from ðA;BÞ to d in this fact, and jþ the identity
mapping on MðX Þ. It is straightforward to check that j ¼ ðj; jþÞ is a desired
morphism. r
Lemma 2.3. For a locally compact subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is
noncompact, there is a morphism from ðoo;oo;aÞ to ðMðXÞ;MðX Þ;Þ.
Proof. We will use the following lemma, which was originally established
by Kada, Tomoyasu and Yoshinobu [6, Lemma 2.8]. For a function g from X to
R, we write gðxÞ !y as x !y if, for any M A R there is a compact subset K
of X such that gðxÞ > M holds for all x A XnK .
Lemma 2.4 [3, Lemma 3.2]. Suppose that X is a locally compact separable
metrizable space, d AMðXÞ, diamdðXÞ is ﬁnite, and g is a continuous function
from X to ½0;yÞ such that gðxÞ !y as x !y. For n A o, let Kn ¼ fx A X :
gðxÞa diamdðXÞ þ ng. Then we can deﬁne a mapping from o"o to MðXÞ, which
maps g to dg, with the following properties.
(1) If x; y A XnKn, then dgðx; yÞb gðnÞ  dðx; yÞ.
(2) For x; y A X , dgðx; yÞb jgðxÞ  gðyÞj.
(3) For g1; g2 A o"o, g1a g2 implies dg1  dg2 , and g1a g2 implies dg1a dg2 .1
We apply the above lemma to ðX ; mÞ by letting gðpÞ ¼ 1=mðp;X Þ for
p A X . Let jþ be the mapping obtained by the lemma, which maps g A o
"o to
mg AMðXÞ. For n < o, let Kn be as in the above lemma. Deﬁne j by letting, for
r AMðXÞ, jðrÞ ¼ hr A o"o be a function recursively deﬁned by hrð0Þ ¼ 0 and
hrðnÞ ¼ minfl : l > hrðn 1Þ and Ep; q A Knþ2 ðrðp; qÞb 1=n ! mðp; qÞb 1=lÞg
for nb 1. We verify that j ¼ ðj; jþÞ is a morphism from ðo"o;o"o;aÞ to
ðMðX Þ;MðX Þ;Þ. Fix r AMðX Þ, g A o"o and assume hra g. To see r  mg, ﬁx
ðA;BÞ A PCðX Þ with rðA;BÞ > 0, and we shall show mgðA;BÞ > 0. Take k A o so
that rðA;BÞ > 1=k and gðnÞb hrðnÞ for all nb k. By the deﬁnition of hr, for all
nb k we have mðAV ðKnþ2nKnÞ;BV ðKnþ2nKnÞÞb 1=hrðnÞ. Since gðnÞb hrðnÞ for
nb k and by the property of mg, we have mgðAV ðKnþ2nKnÞ;BV ðKnþ2nKnÞÞb 1
for all nb k. Also, since mgðXnKmþ1;KmÞb 1 for all m A o, we can conclude that
mgðA;BÞbminf1; mgðAVKkþ1;BVKkþ1Þg > 0. r
1 In [3, Lemma 3.2], the corresponding clause does not have ‘‘g1a g2 implies dg1a dg2 ’’ part. To make
the proof work for the modiﬁed statement, we slightly modiﬁed the deﬁnition of Kn’s.
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Lemma 2.5. For a locally compact subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is
noncompact, there is a morphism from ðPCðX Þ;MðX Þ;SepÞ to ðoo;oo;aÞ.
Proof. Fix a sequence han : n < oi in X ð1Þ converging to some a A X .
Such a sequence exists because X ð1Þ is noncompact. Note that the set fan : n < og
is closed discrete in X . For each n, ﬁx a sequence hbn; j : j < oi in X converging
to an. We may assume that an’s and bn; j’s are all distinct, and for each n, for all j
we have mðan; bn; jÞ < 2n.
We deﬁne a mapping j from oo to PCðX Þ in a simple way. For g A oo,
just let A ¼ fan : n < og, Bg ¼ fbn;gðnÞ : n < og and jðgÞ ¼ ðA;BgÞ.
Now we deﬁne a mapping jþ from MðXÞ to oo. For r AMðX Þ we deﬁne
jþðrÞ ¼ Hr A oo by letting
HrðnÞ ¼ minfi : Ej > i ðrðan; bn; jÞa 2nÞg
for each n.
Suppose that g A oo, r AMðXÞ and rðA;BgÞ ¼ e > 0. Then for all but ﬁnitely
many n we have rðan; bn;gðnÞÞb e > 2n, and by the deﬁnition of Hr, we have
HrðnÞb gðnÞ. This means that j ¼ ðj; jþÞ is a desired morphism. r
Now we can check that we may replacea witha,  with 1, and Sep with
Sep1 in the cycle of morphisms, which produces the following cycle.
Theorem 2.6. For a locally compact separable metrizable space X such that
X ð1Þ is noncompact, the following cycle of morphisms exists:
ðoo;oo;aÞ ! ðMðXÞ;MðXÞ;1Þ ! ðPCðXÞ;MðX Þ;Sep1Þ ! ðoo;oo;aÞ:
For the second morphism, the pair j ¼ ðj; jþÞ in Lemma 2.2 works.
Lemma 2.7. For a metrizable space X , there is a morphism from
ðMðXÞ;MðX Þ;1Þ to ðPCðXÞ;MðX Þ;Sep1Þ.
The ﬁrst and third morphisms are obtained by slightly modifying the proofs
of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 respectively, which we leave to the readers.
Lemma 2.8. For a locally compact subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is
noncompact, there is a morphism from ðoo;oo;aÞ to ðMðX Þ;MðX Þ;1Þ.
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Lemma 2.9. For a locally compact subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is
noncompact, there is a morphism from ðPCðX Þ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þ to ðoo;oo;aÞ.
3. The Main Result
This section is devoted to the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.7). For
a separable metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is noncompact, we shall provide
the following cycle of morphisms:
ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ ! ðMðXÞ;MðXÞ;1Þ
! ðPCðX Þ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þ
! ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ:
The second morphism is already provided by Lemma 2.7.
We will use the following lemma for the construction of both the ﬁrst and the
third morphisms.
Lemma 3.1 [5, Lemma 4.4]. Suppose that X is a subspace of H such that X ð1Þ
is noncompact, d AMðX Þ and e > 0. Then there is a compact subset Yd; e of X 
with the following properties:
(1) For two sequences hpn : n A oi, hqn : n A oi in X , if dðpn; qnÞb e for all
n A o and both sequences converge to r A clH X , then r A Yd; e.
(2) For disjoint closed subsets A, B of X , if dðA;BÞb e then clH AV clH BJ
Yd; e.
Proof. For each x A X , consider an open ball Bdðx; e=3Þ with center x and
radius e=3 in the metric space ðX ; dÞ. Since X is a dense subspace of clH X and
Bdðx; e=3Þ is open in X , we can choose an open subset Ux of clH X so that
Ux VX ¼ Bdðx; e=3Þ holds. Let U ¼6fUx : x A Xg and Y ¼ Yd; e ¼ clH XnU .
Since U is open in clH X and covers X , Y is closed in clH X and YJX , and
hence Y AKðX Þ.
We prove that Y satisﬁes the property (1). To prove this by contradic-
tion, suppose that there are sequences hpn : n A oi, hqn : n A oi in X such that
dðpn; qnÞb e for all n A o and both sequences converge to some r A clH XnY ¼
U . Find x A X such that r A Ux. Since Ux is an open neighborhood of r and both
hpn : n A oi and hqn : n A oi converge to r, we can pick n A o so that pn A Ux
and qn A Ux. Note that the points x, pn, qn are all from X . Since Ux VX ¼
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Bdðx; e=3Þ, we have dðpn; qnÞa dðx; pnÞ þ dðx; qnÞ < 2e=3. This contradicts the
assumption that dðpn; qnÞb e.
The property (2) follows from (1). r
For the construction of the ﬁrst morphism, we will use Lemma 2.4 in an even
stronger form. The following lemma is easily checked by reviewing the proof of
[3, Lemma 3.2] and hence we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a subspace of H such that X ð1Þ is noncompact. Suppose
that L1;L2 AKðX Þ and L1JL2. For i A f1; 2g, let Xi ¼ clH XnLi, giðpÞ ¼
1=mðp;LiÞ for p A Xi, m ig AMðXiÞ the one obtained by applying Lemma 2.4
to ðXi; mÞ, gi and g A o"o, and m ig the restriction of m ig to X , that is, m ig ¼
m ig 0 ðX  X Þ. Then for every g A o"o we have m1ga m2g .
Theorem 3.3. For a subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is noncompact, there is a
morphism from ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ to ðMðXÞ;MðX Þ;1Þ.
Proof. First we deﬁne a mapping j from MðXÞ to o"o KðX Þ. Fix
d AMðX Þ. Let Y ¼ Yd;1 be the one in Lemma 3.1 applied to X , d and e ¼ 1, and
XY ¼ clH XnY . XY is a locally compact subspace of H and contains X as a
subspace. We will deﬁne hd A o"o in a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
For p A XY let gðpÞ ¼ 1=mðp;Y Þ, and for n < o let Kn ¼ fx A XK : gðxÞa
diammðX Þ þ ng. Deﬁne hd A o"o recursively by letting hdð0Þ ¼ 0 and
hdðnÞ ¼ minfl : l > hdðn 1Þ and Ep; q A Knþ2 VX ðdðp; qÞb1 ! mðp; qÞb1=lÞg
for nb 1. The minimum in the right-hand side exists by the following reason.
Suppose not. Then there are two sequences hpn : n A oi, hqn : n A oi in Knþ2 VX
such that dðpn; qnÞb 1 for all n A o and mðpn; qnÞ ! 0 as n !y. We may
assume that both sequences converge, and then they must converge to the
same point, say r. By Lemma 3.1, r A Yd;1 ¼ Y . But it is impossible because
mðr;Knþ2 VXÞb mðY ;Knþ2Þ > 0. Now deﬁne jðdÞ by letting jðdÞ ¼ ðhd ;Y Þ.
We turn to the deﬁnition of jþ from o"o KðX Þ to MðX Þ. Fix g A o"o
and L AKðX Þ. Let XL ¼ clH XnL, r ¼ mg AMðXLÞ as in Lemma 2.3, applied to
the space XL, the metric m, gðpÞ ¼ 1=mðp;LÞ for p A XL, and g. Let r AMðXÞ be
the restriction of r to X . Deﬁne jþððg;LÞÞ by letting jþððg;LÞÞ ¼ r.
Now we are going to check that j ¼ ðj; jþÞ is a desired morphism. Suppose
that d AMðXÞ, g A o"o, L AKðX Þ, jðdÞ ¼ ðhd ;YÞ, hda g and YJL. Let
r ¼ jþðg;LÞ. We will show that d 1 r. Fix p; q A X . If p; q A Knþ2nKn for some
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n A o, then by the deﬁnition of hd we have mðp; qÞb 1=hdðnÞ. By the assumption
that hdb g, YJL, and Lemma 3.2, we have rðp; qÞb 1. If it is not the case, we
may assume that p A XnKmþ1 and q A Km for some m A o. By the property of mg
shown in Lemma 2.4, we have rðXnKmþ1;KmÞb 1 and hence rðp; qÞb 1. r
Theorem 3.4. For a subspace X of H such that X ð1Þ is noncompact, there is a
morphism from ðPCðXÞ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þ to ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ.
Proof. We deﬁne a mapping j from o
o KðX Þ to PCðX Þ. Fix f A oo
and K AKðX Þ. We will construct a pair ðA;BÞ ¼ jð f ;KÞ of disjoint closed
subsets of X so that KJ clH AV clH B and the information of f is ‘‘embedded’’
into the pair ðA;BÞ.
Fix a sequence han : n < oi in X ð1Þ converging to some a A X . Such a
sequence exists because X ð1Þ is noncompact. For each n, ﬁx a sequence
hbn; j : j < oi in X converging to an. We may assume that an’s and bn; j’s are all
distinct, and for each n, for all j we have mðan; bn; jÞ < 2n.
We will construct two closed subsets A, B of X from f and K in o steps. We
are going to deﬁne two increasing sequences of ﬁnite subsets of X , A0JA1J   
and B0JB1J    , and let A ¼6n<oAn, B ¼6n<o Bn. For notational con-
vention, let A1 ¼ B1 ¼q.
Note that, since X is totally bounded with respect to m and dense in clH X ,
for any e > 0 there is a ﬁnite subset F of X such that 6fBmðx; eÞ : x A Fg covers
K , where Bmðx; eÞ denotes the open ball with center x and radius e in the metric
space ðclH X ; mÞ.
We describe the construction in the step n below.
First, let A 0n ¼ An1 U fang and B 0n ¼ Bn1 U fbn; ig, where i ¼ minf j : jb f ðnÞ
and bn; j B An1 UBn1g.
Let rn ¼ mðA 0n UB 0n;KÞ=2. Find a ﬁnite subset En of X such that 6fBmðx; rnÞ :
x A Eng covers K and Bmðx; rnÞVK0q (in other words, mðx;KÞ < rn) for every
x A En. Note that En and A 0n UB
0
n never intersect. Let An ¼ A 0n UEn.
Let sn ¼ mðAn UB 0n;KÞ=2. Find a ﬁnite subset Fn of X such that 6fBmðx; snÞ :
x A Fng covers K and Bmðx; snÞVK0q (in other words, mðx;KÞ < sn) for every
x A Fn. It may happen that Fn contains ak for some k < o. In such a case, we
replace ak by bk; i where i ¼ minf j : bk; j B An UB 0n and mðak; bk; jÞ < sn=2g, for
each such k (to ensure that B and the set fan : n < og never intersect). Note that
Fn and An UB 0n do not intersect, and 6fBmðx; 3sn=2Þ : x A Fng covers K . Let
Bn ¼ B 0n UFn.
This completes the construction in the step n.
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It is easy to see that A and B are disjoint, closed in X , and satisfy KJ
K U fagJ clH AV clH B. We let jð f ;KÞ ¼ ðA;BÞ.
We turn to the deﬁnition of jþ from MðX Þ to oo KðX Þ. Fix d AMðXÞ.
We deﬁne gd A oo by letting gdðnÞ ¼ maxðf j : dðan; bn; jÞb 1gU f0gÞ for each n,
and let jþðdÞ ¼ ðgd ;Yd;1Þ, where Yd;1 is the one obtained by Lemma 3.1 applied
to X , d and e ¼ 1.
Now we check that j ¼ ðj; jþÞ is a morphism from ðPCðX Þ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þ
to ðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞ. Suppose that f A oo, K AKðX Þ,
d AMðX Þ, ðA;BÞ ¼ jð f ;KÞ, ðgd ;Yd;1Þ ¼ jþðdÞ, and dðA;BÞb 1 holds. We
have to check that f a gd and KHYd;1.
First we show that f a gd . Fix n < o. By the construction of ðA;BÞ and gd ,
A contains an and B contains bn; i for some i with ib f ðnÞ. For such an i, since
dðA;BÞb 1, we have dðan; bn; iÞb 1, and by the deﬁnition of gdðnÞ we have
f ðnÞa ia gdðnÞ.
Next we show that KJYd;1. By the assumption that dðA;BÞb 1 and the
property of Yd;1, we have KJK U fagJ clH AV clH BJYd;1. r
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.7.
4. Applications to the Cardinal Function saðX Þ
In a preceding paper [4] the following cardinal function was introduced.
Definition 4.1 [4, Deﬁnition 2.2]. For a metrizable space X , let saðXÞ ¼
minfjDj : DJMðXÞ and bXF supfudX : d A Dgg.
It is known that saðX Þ ¼ 1 holds (that is, bXF udX for some d AMðX Þ) if
and only if X ð1Þ is compact [9, Corollary 3.5].
Kada, Tomoyasu and Yoshinobu [5] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 [5, Corollary 4.6]. For a separable metrizable space X such that
X ð1Þ is noncompact, saðX Þ ¼ d  cofððKðX Þ;JÞÞ holds.
Corollary 4.3 [6, Theorem 2.10]. For a locally compact separable met-
rizable space X such that X ð1Þ is noncompact, saðXÞ ¼ d holds.
Proof. Since X is locally compact and separable, X  is compact and hence
cofððKðX Þ;JÞÞ ¼ 1 holds. r
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In this section, we observe the relationship between the cardinal saðXÞ and
generalized Galois–Tukey connection involving MðX Þ.
We will use the following basic facts about the order relation a on CptðXÞ
and Smirnov compactiﬁcations. For a compactiﬁcation aX of X and ðA;BÞ A
PCðX Þ, we write AkB ðaX Þ if claX AV claX B ¼q.
Theorem 4.4 [2, Theorem 6.5]. For a compactiﬁcation aX of a normal space
X , aXF bX if and only if AkB ðaXÞ for every ðA;BÞ A PCðX Þ.
Theorem 4.5 [9, Theorem 2.2]. For compactiﬁcations aX , gX of a completely
regular Hausdor¤ space X , the following are equivalent.
(1) aXa gX .
(2) For ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ, if AkB ðaXÞ then AkB ðgXÞ.
Theorem 4.6 [9, Theorem 2.5]. For a compactiﬁcation aX of a metric space
ðX ; dÞ, the following are equivalent.
(1) aXF udX .
(2) for ðA;BÞ A PCðX Þ, AkB ðaXÞ if and only if dðA;BÞ > 0.
Lemma 4.7 [4, Lemma 1.2]. Suppose that CJCptðXÞ. For ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ,
the following are equivalent.
(1) AkB ðsup CÞ.
(2) AkB ðsupFÞ for some nonempty ﬁnite subset F of C.
For a directed set ðD;aDÞ, cofððD;aDÞÞ denotes the smallest cardinality of
a coﬁnal set of D with respect to the order relationaD. We write cofðDÞ if the
referred order relation on D is clear from the context. It is easy to see that
DaT E implies cofðDÞa cofðEÞ.
The dominating number d is the cardinal deﬁned by d ¼ cofððoo;aÞÞ ¼
cofððoo;aÞÞ.
The norm kAk of a triple A ¼ ðA;Aþ;AÞ is the smallest cardinality of a set
YJAþ such that for any x A A there is a y A Y with x A y. It is easy to see
that A ! B implies kBka kAk. For a directed set ðD;aDÞ, cofððD;aDÞÞ is also
described as kðD;D;aDÞk.
Using generalized Galois–Tukey connection, we can redeﬁne saðX Þ in the
following way.
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Lemma 4.8. Let X be a metrizable space.
(1) For a subset D of MðXÞ, if for each ðA;BÞ A PCðXÞ there is d A D such
that dðA;BÞ > 0, then supfudX : d A DgF bX.
(2) For a subset D of MðXÞ with jDj ¼ 1 or jDjb@0, if supfudX : d A DgF
bX , then there is a subset D 0 of MðXÞ such that jD 0j ¼ jDj and for each
ðA;BÞ A PCðX Þ there is d A D 0 such that dðA;BÞ > 0.
Proof. (1) Follows from Theorems 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.
(2) Note that MðXÞ is closed under pointwise addition as functions from
X  X to R. It is easy to see that, for r0; . . . ; rn1 AMðX Þ and s ¼ r0 þ    þ
rn1, we have supfuriX : i < nga usX . Given D as in the assumption of (2), let
D 0 be the closure of D under ﬁnite sums. Using Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.7 one
can check that this D 0 works. r
Theorem 4.9. For a metrizable space X , saðX Þ ¼ kðPCðXÞ;MðX Þ;SepÞk.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.8. Note that the argument in the proof of
Lemma 4.8 also shows that saðXÞ is either 1 or inﬁnite. r
Corollary 4.10. For a metrizable space X such that X ð1Þ is noncompact,
saðXÞ ¼ kðPCðX Þ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þk.
Proof. Modify the proof of Lemma 4.8 so that D 0 is also closed under
multiplications by positive integers. r
Let X be a separable metrizable space such that X ð1Þ is noncompact. By
Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 4.10, we have
saðX Þ ¼ kðPCðXÞ;MðXÞ;Sep1Þk
¼ kðoo KðX Þ;oo KðX Þ;aJÞk
¼ cofððoo KðX Þ;aJÞÞ
¼ d  cofððKðX Þ;JÞÞ;
which gives an alternate proof of Theorem 4.2.
Remark 2. After hearing the statement of Theorem 4.2 [5, Corollary 4.6]
and its original proof, Todorcˇevic´ suspected that d  cofððKðX Þ;JÞÞ might be
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resulted from the coﬁnal structure of the ordered set ðoo KðX Þ;a JÞ, and
told the authors that the equality of cardinalities should reﬂect some relationship
between the order structure of ðoo KðX Þ;a JÞ and some structure of the
set MðXÞ. That was the origin of Question 1.2 and our investigation into the
structure of MðXÞ.
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